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Prayers That Avail Much-Germaine Copeland 2007-09-01
Copeland's work, which features short anecdotal experience from his life, will bring readers into a deeper relationship with the Father.

Prayers That Avail Much for Mothers-Germaine Copeland 2008-03-01 With over 4 million copies sold in the series, Prayers That Avail Much for Mothers full of the classic scriptural prayers that readers love plus new prayers just for moms, is now available a user-friendly paperback.

Prayers That Avail Much for Women-Germaine Copeland 2006-11-01 With over 4 million copies sold in the series, Prayers That Avail Much for Women full of the classic scriptural prayers that readers love, is now available a user-friendly paperback.

Prayers That Avail Much for Men-Germaine Copeland 2004 Pocket edition of scriptural prayers for men of all ages.

Prayers That Avail Much for Parents-Germaine Copeland 2009-01-01 Parents need the power of scriptural prayer to help their children, especially with the challenges of our world. With over 4 million copies sold in the series, this little collection of bestselling prayers is ready to help busy parents!

Prayers That Avail Much-Germaine Copeland 2014-09-16 Prayer is powerful. Prayer is not a religious form without power. It is effective and accurate and brings results. God watches over His Word to perform it. Prayer is the living Word in your mouth. This book is the original best-selling Prayers that Avail Much Volume I. It includes prayers for personal concerns, prayers for others, prayers for those in authority and prayers for the world. Commit yourself to pray and to pray correctly by approaching the throne with your mouth filled with His Word!
Prayers That Avail Much for Teens-Germaine Copeland
2003-02-01 Presents a collection of prayers arranged by subject that provides guidance and support to young adults, with references to Biblical passages.
Prayers That Avail Much for New Believers-Germaine Copeland
2009-01-01 Prayers That Avail Much has sold over 4 million copies and now pastors and small groups have a resource just for new believers! This little book contains the most important scriptural prayers for beginning their life in Christ.
Prayers that Avail Much for Women-Germaine Copeland 2004
Pocket edition of scriptural prayers for women on the go!
Prayers That Avail Much for the Workplace-Germaine Copeland
2001-09-01 Take God to Work With You! Finally a tool to help you walk in God’s grace throughout the day! Designed specifically for both employees and employers, "Prayers That Avail Much for the Workplace" will aid you in tackling life's challenges God's way. There is power in prayer power for every situation and circumstance you face! Renowned intercessor Germaine Copeland continues to build off the success of her bestselling series, "Prayers That Avail Much", in this much needed handbook for the work environment. Perfect for any industry, "Prayers That Avail Much for the Workplace" include prayers such as: - An Employer’s Personal Prayer - Prayer for Communication With Co-workers - Prayer for Business Opportunities That Fall Through - Prayer for Finding Favor With Others - Prayer for Success of a Business - Prayer for Confidence - Prayer for Integrity Your success at work is directly related to your relationship with God. Don’t try to take it all on your own; open "Prayers That Avail Much for the Workplace" and tap into His power!
Prayers That Avail Much for Your Family-Germaine Copeland
2011-07 The definitive series on praying God's Word into your life now has more than 4 million copies sold! Today's families are more active and on the go than ever before, but one thing will never change: They love each other and want God's best in their
lives. Now, Germaine Copeland, the author of the remarkable series that revolutionized the way we pray has created a special edition for families. Germaine Copeland, wife, mother, and grandmother, provides intimate, powerful scriptural prayers that cover both personal and social issues. Prayers included for: godly character, confidence in prayer, wisdom, thankfulness, God's provision, health, and other highly relevant issues. Additional prayers focus on the needs of moms, dads, children, grandchildren and other family members: their futures, their friendships, their school systems, their marriage, their protection, their salvation, and many other issues on a family member's heart. Each prayer weaves together several Scriptures to help readers pray the heart of God over their lives. Prayers That Avail Much For Your Family is a perfect enhancement for daily devotions or as a reference to use in specific situations.

Prayers That Avail Much for Leaders-Germaine Copeland 2008

Leaders carry great responsibility, and in a constantly changing world you need the wisdom and strength that comes only from God. Whether you are in business, ministry, or public service, your decisions affect the welfare of others and you need the power of prayer.

Prayers That Avail Much-Germaine Copeland 2012-05

Do you long to know God better? Do you want to understand Scripture more fully? Do you want to pray with power and see results? Germaine Copeland's three best-selling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much have helped Christians learn how to pray, know what to pray, and confidently claim answers to prayer according to God's precious Word! Now, this all in one edition is updated with new and more relevant Bible translations to make each prayer easy to read and understand. As you meditate on the Scriptures beautifully woven into each prayer, allow them to enter your heart, and speak aloud, you will understand God's will for you in key life decisions and become a blessing to others. As you put these mighty, scriptural prayers to work in your life and in the
lives of those around you, you will see God moving to perform His Word.

Prayers That Avail Much, 40th Anniversary Commemorative Gift Edition-Germaine Copeland 2019-12-17 Do you long to pray powerful prayers that impact Heaven and shake earth? Do you want to partner with God to deliver victory in challenging circumstances? Do you want to see God move powerfully in the lives of your loved ones? For more than 40 years, Germaine Copeland, author of the Prayers That Avail Much Series(R), has been helping millions of people pray--and get results! This 40th anniversary commemorative edition is an all-in-one collection of Germaine Copeland's three bestselling works. This book will enhance your ability to pray by placing dozens of specific, powerful prayers and scriptures at your fingertips. Whether you are a seasoned prayer warrior or a novice, this foundational work will empower you to pray with confidence, and witness the amazing effects.

Prayers That Avail Much-Germaine Copeland 2005-07 With more than 4 million copies in print, Germaine Copeland's bestselling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much have helped believers learn how to pray, know what to pray, and confidently claim answers to prayer. As readers put these scriptural prayers to work for them, they will see God moving to perform His Word. Readers no longer need to feel helpless in the face of difficult or painful situations. This all-in-one leather gift edition is revised and expanded with a special word from Germaine Copeland and an extensive Scripture section.

Prayers That Avail Much for Men- Pocket Edition-Germaine Copeland 2004-03-15 Features & Benefits- With more than 3 million copies in print, the Prayers That Avail Much, brand is a proven market performer!- Fresh, beautiful packaging makes these small yet powerful prayer books perfect gifts and giveaways.- New pocket editions are great spiritual pick-ups for people on the go!
Prayers That Avail Much for Young Adults-Germaine Copeland
2013-04-09 Prayers That Avail Much for Young Adults has been written in the same scriptural prayer format as the bestselling Prayers That Avail Much Gold Letter Commemorative Edition. These all new scriptural prayers have been written in more modern translations like The Message, The New Living Translation and New International Version. They are written for young adults particularly those in college or fresh into the workforce. The easy-to-use style makes this book "user friendly" for young adults and helps make prayer a comfortable and familiar way to talk to God. Some prayers included are: Prayer for Meeting New Friends, Prayer for Parents and Family, Prayer for Your Future Spouse and many more. Prayers That Avail Much for Young Adults is packed with Scripture-based prayers that help all teenagers learn how to pray more effectively.

Prayers that Avail Much-Germaine Copeland 2004 Praying God's will for your child Wrap your young ones in blankets of prayer. Raise them with unshakable faith, and teach them how to live in love and joy from infancy. This faith enriching book is a guidepost of daily blessings, prayers, and expressions of praise and thanksgiving-all taken from the Bible. Germaine Copeland, author of the Prayers That Avail Much series, which has sold more than 3 million copies, explains how to pour blessings over your children every day. "Behold, children are a heritage from the Lord..."

Featuring a daily prayer for each day of the year and suggested scripture, this book will: * Inspire you to pray the Word over your little ones * Bind young hearts to Jesus * Establish peace in your home and family * Create a shield of protection for your children

Prayers That Avail Much: Blessings for Little Ones will elevate your thinking from the temporal to the eternal as you speak words that are spirit and life over your child. For parents, grandparents, and guardians, training and developing the future generation in the ways and purposes of god must begin with prayer and blessing.
Prayers That Avail Much for America-Germaine Copeland 2018-04-17 "Father, in the name of Jesus we ask You to release an outpouring of Your Spirit upon the American church that will be heard around the world."

Prayers That Avail Much to Overcome Anxiety and Depression-Germaine Copeland 2021-07-20 You Can Live in Peace! Anxiety and depression don't play fair. And their partners--fear, worry, panic attacks, PTSD, and hurt--kick you when you're down and push you down further. These enemies oppress people in epidemic proportions. If you battle for peace of mind, Germaine Copeland is living proof there is hope! In Prayers That Avail Much to Overcome Anxiety and Depression, Germaine tells how she battled depression so severe she wanted to end her life. But while circumstances came to crush her, God taught her how to pray prayers that avail much. She shares with you the way out of turmoil into triumph. You will discover... Powerful, scriptural prayers that defeat mental torment Liberating and candid testimonies from others who have been delivered from anxiety and depression such as Rick Renner, Lynne Hammond, Max Davis, and many more How to saturate yourself in supernatural prayer therapy and praises until peace reigns in your life Freedom from anxiety and depression is within your reach! God's Word will show you the way.

Prayers That Avail Much for the College Years, Pocket Edition-Germaine Copeland 2004-07-01 These short prayers are designed to help young adults face everyday issues with confidence and power as they are introduced to new thoughts and ideas in college.

Prayers That Avail Much for Fathers-Word Ministries 1994

Prayers That Avail Much for Grandparents-Germaine Copeland 2015-09-15 A grandparents life is just as busy, challenging - and fun - as it has ever been. But what greater joy is there than to watch your grandchildren discover for themselves Gods unbelievable purpose and destiny for their lives? You can help
them achieve just that by praying effectively for them. Germaine Copeland’s Prayers That Avail Much series of books has helped millions of Christians learn how to pray, know what to pray, and confidently receive God’s answers to their prayers. This unique new edition for grandparents is specially designed for your prayers to continue making a powerful difference in your life and in the lives of your grandchildren in areas such as: Freedom from fear, Success in school, Forming the right kinds of friendships, Relationships with their parents, Protection from evil, Receiving the Holy Spirit into their lives, Making wise choices, Discovering God’s plans for their lives. What better gift can you give to your grandchildren than the gift of effective prayer? Start today!

Prayers That Avail Much for Leaders—Germaine Copeland 2008-10-15 From the classic bestselling series on prayer, with over 4 million books sold, comes this much needed and requested edition written especially for leaders - in business, ministry, and government. Discover dozens of powerful, Scripture-based prayers written in light of a leader’s great responsibilities including: Seeking Wisdom, Trusting God’s Leadership, Giving and Finding Favor, Making Decisions, and more! Plus special sections are included specifically for the needs of those in government with prayers for America, its citizens and military; in ministry with prayers for fulfilling the call, walking in love, and giving with joy; in business with prayers for the company, executives, and employees. This unique edition, a perfect gift for the leaders in churches, communities, and companies, includes powerful quotes and encouragement from historical leaders, as well as Germaine Copeland’s personal teaching on the effectiveness of scriptural prayer. Leaders will discover that prayer based on God’s Word keeps their heart flexible and their minds open to new and creative ideas! Prayer positions them to receive fresh wisdom for the many complex and intricate situations leaders face.
Prayers That Avail Much for Mothers-Word Ministries, Inc. Staff 1994-05 The prayers in this book will uplift mothers spiritually, physically and emotionally and are designed to be used daily. The book has more than 50 scriptural prayers, and 500 scripture promises for mothers.
Prayers That Avail Much-Germaine Copeland 2005-07-15 You Can Pray With Power! Do you long to know God better? Do you want to understand Scripture more fully? Do you want to pray with power -- and see results? Germaine Copeland's three best-selling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much have helped Christians learn how to pray, know what to pray, and confidently claim answers to prayer. Now this all-in-one edition is your complete guide to praying according to God's precious word! As you put these mighty, Scriptural prayers to work in your own life and in the lives of those around you, you will see God moving to perform His Word. You no longer need to feel helpless in the face of difficult or painful situations. You no longer need to miss God's blessings for you and your loved ones.
Prayers that Avail Much for Moms-Germaine Copeland 2004 Pocket edition of scriptural prayers for busy moms.
Prayers That Avail Much for Moms- Pocket Edition-Germaine Copeland 2004-03-01 These books were made to travel! Whether on the plane, to the office, or just on your nightstand, these books were designed to keep up with your busy lifestyle. With more than 3 million copies in print, Germaine Copeland's bestselling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much® have proven themselves as essential staples in the book market nationwide. Also available in new and abridged mass market editions, the nationally renowned Prayers That Avail Much® series now conveniently places the power of prayer right in your pocket.
Prayers That Avail Much During the Covid-19 Crisis-Germaine Copeland 2020-04 Prayers of Healing, Safety, and Victory! Seemingly overnight our lives changed as a relentless, unseen virus attacked America. Fear and alarm pervade the atmosphere
while thousands struggle with symptoms and others try to cope with quarantines, lock downs, and supply shortages. BUT GOD! Prayer is still alive and well because God has not changed. He's the same yesterday, today, and forever. In Prayers That Avail Much during the COVID-19 Crisis, renowned author Germaine Copeland leads us in scriptural prayers to stop the enemy. This timely work includes prayers for... - Healing from coronavirus - Victory over fear - Agents of prayer in a time of crisis - Establishing a hedge of protection - God's help with finances - Strength for those on the frontlines Today's reality is not our finality! This is our "BUT GOD" moment, Church. The Lord has need of us, and we are here to pray for such a time as this.

Prayers That Avail Much for the Nations-Germaine Copeland 2017-11-06
Prayers That Avail Much Gold Letter Gift Edition-Germaine Copeland 2012-09-25 Do you long to know God better? Do you want to understand Scripture more fully? Do you want to pray with power and see results? Germaine Copeland's three best-selling volumes of Prayers That Avail Much have helped Christians learn how to pray, know what to pray, and confidently claim answers to prayer according to God's precious Word! Now, this all-in-one edition is updated with new and more relevant Bible translations to make each prayer easy to read and understand. As you meditate on the Scriptures, beautifully woven into each prayer, allow them to enter your heart, and speak them aloud, and then you will understand God's will for you and become a blessing to others. As you put these mighty, scriptural prayers to work in your life and in the lives of those around you, you will see God moving to perform His Word.

Prayers That Avail Much for Business-Germaine Copeland 2000-09 It's one of the largest and most overlooked mission fields in society -- the workplace. Now more than ever, it's imperative that believers are aware of their decisions, actions and attitudes. And now there is a tool to help strengthen our witness and
success in the workplace. Renowned intercessor, Germaine Copeland continues to build off the success of her bestselling series, Prayers That Avail Much "RM" with this new title targeted specifically to professionals and the unique situations they encounter. Packaged classically in quality bonded leather, Prayers That Avail Much "RM" for Business -- Executive Edition will make the perfect companion to all professional readers.

Prayers That Avail Much Young Adults-Germaine Copeland 2013-04-09 Prayers That Avail Much for Young Adults has been written in the same scriptural prayer format as the bestselling Prayers That Avail Much Gold Letter Commemorative Edition. These all new scriptural prayers have been written in more modern translations like The Message, The New Living Translation and New International Version. They are written for young adults particularly those in college or fresh into the workforce. The easy-to-use style makes this book user friendly for young adults and helps make prayer a comfortable and familiar way to talk to God. Some prayers included are: Prayer for Meeting New Friends, Prayer for Parents and Family, Prayer for Your Future Spouse and many more. Prayers That Avail Much for Young Adults is packed with Scripture-based prayers that help all teenagers learn how to pray more effectively.

Growing up Spiritually-Kenneth Hagin 2021-06-15 Prayers That Avail Much Vol. 1 Collectors Edition-Germaine Copeland 2012-05-01 Prayer is powerful. Prayer is not a religious form without power. It is effective and accurate and brings results. God watches over His Word to perform it. Prayer is the living Word in your mouth. This book is the original best-selling Prayers that Avail Much Volume I It includes prayers for personal concerns, prayers for others, prayers for those in authority and prayers for the world. Commit yourself to pray and to pray correctly by approaching the throne with your mouth filled with His Word!

WWJD?-Germaine Copeland 1994-01-01
In To Know Him, readers will discover how to: re-establish communication with God; share their heart with Him openly and honestly; talk with God comfortably, without fear or anxiety; and much much more.

Every day can be a great day when you start with the Word! Let Germaine Copeland, author of the bestselling series, Prayers That Avail Much, start your day off on the right track. This prayer devotional/journal, designed for the individual who leads a busy life, will allow you to pray powerful, scriptural prayers according to God's will and see amazing results. With a prayer, scripture, and confession for every day of the year, this devotional/journal provides the opportunity to experience the amazing and life-transforming power of praying God's best over your life!

Features & Benefits- With more than 3 million copies in print, the Prayers That Avail Much, brand is a proven market performer!- Fresh, beautiful packaging makes these small yet powerful prayer books perfect gifts and giveaways.- New pocket editions are great spiritual pick-ups for people on the go!
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